**Specifications TableSubject**Materials Science.**Specific subject area**Materials Science (General), Metals and Alloys, Computer Science Applications.**Type of data**Table, Figures.**How data were acquired**The stable crystal structures and compositions of *Nb~x~N~y~* compounds at 0, 30, 50, and 100 GPa were predicted by using the evolutionary algorithm USPEX (Universal Structure Predictor: Evolutionary Xtallography) software together with the Quantum-ESPRESSO package. Stable compositions were determined using the convex hull construction; taking into account that a compound is thermodynamically stable when its enthalpy of formation from the elements and from any other compounds is negative. Formation enthalpy calculations and structure relaxations were performed by using density functional theory (DFT) within the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [@bib0001], as implemented in the Quantum-ESPRESSO code [@bib0002].**Data format**Raw, filtered and analyzed.**Parameters for data collection**To generate the structures, we used typical parameters for USPEX calculations, with which efficiency is known to be very high. The USPEX input file was configured in its variable composition mode to produce *Nb~x~N~y~* structures with a maximum of 30 atoms in the primitive cell. These conditions were replicated for each pressure conditions. In each case, two relaxation processes were implemented with Quantum-ESPRESSO, the first one with a precision of 4 × 10^−6^ and the second one with a precision of 1 × 10^−6^.**Description of data collection**During the structure searching, the first generation contained 20 candidate structures is produced randomly, considering that all possible stoichiometries in the bulk were allowed for up to 30 atoms in the primitive cell. In the succeeding generations, each generation contained 20 structures, which were obtained by applying 20% heredity, 20% randomly, 20% softmutacion, 20% transmutation respectively.**Data source location**Universidad del Magdalena, Santa Marta, Magdalena, Colombia.**Data accessibility**Repository name: Complementary material: Data sets of predicted stable and meta-stable crystalline phase structural of *Nb*-*N* system under pressure\
Data identification number: 10.17632/26b8njvyc8.3\
Direct URL to data:\
<https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/26b8njvyc8/3>

**Value of the data**•The phases obtained are important to better understand the physical essence of *Nb~x~N~y~* and its practical engineering applications. Knowing the structure, a large number of properties of a material can be calculated, even before it is synthesized, hence the usefulness or crucial importance of the data present here.•Niobium nitride have been shown to possess interesting properties \[[@bib0003],[@bib0005]\], but these researches have always been conducted under ambient pressure. Whereby the data of different crystal structures of *Nb~x~N~y~* under environmental conditions and high pressures will lay a foundation for both theoretical and experimental researchers for characterization analysis and further technology evaluation of this compound.•These data shown that the *Nb~x~N~y~* can possess multiple stoichiometries and structures under different pressures. Understanding the structure of materials is crucial for understanding their properties and potential applications. Researchers can make use of the data presented to characterize these structures.•Determination of the crystal structure of most materials at normal conditions could be trivial by experimental techniques. However, at extreme conditions, the same treatment becomes extremely problematic, and computer simulation becomes essential for obtaining structural information. Not only at extreme but also at normal conditions crystal structure prediction is of enormous value and a necessary key step in computational materials discovery.

1. Data description {#sec0001}
===================

The data here reported correspond to 532 phases of the *Nb*-*N* system at different pressures (135 at 0 GPa, 130 at 30 GPa, 134 at 50 GPa and 135 at 100 GPa), which were performed using evolutionary algorithm methodology implemented in the USPEX \[[@bib0006],[@bib0008]\] code in its variable composition mode \[[@bib0009],[@bib0010]\]. All these data are included in the files: Individuals_0 GPa, Individuals_30 GPa, Individuals_50 GPa, and Individuals_100 GPa of the complementary material.

Some structures mentioned above make up a convex hull for each pressure, which is defined as the Gibbs free energy of formation of the most stable phases at each composition, as seen in equation [1](#eqn0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$Y = \Delta G\left( {Nb_{x}N_{y}} \right) = \frac{\left\lbrack {G\left( {Nb_{x}N_{y}} \right) - xG\left( {Nb} \right) - yG\left( N \right)} \right\rbrack}{\left( {x + y} \right)}$$Where, $Y = \Delta G\left( {Nb_{x}N_{y}} \right)$ is the formation enthalpy of the *Nb~x~N~y~* system, *x* and *y* are the number of *Nb* and *N* atoms respectively.

Thus, of the 135 structures generated for the pressure 0 GPa, 70 of them are present in the convex hull displayed in the following figure.

The characteristics of the first 10 phases include in the convex hull at 0 GPa are listed in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 1The Convex hull diagram of the *Nb-N* system at 0 GPa.Fig 1Table 1Formation enthalpy Y (eV/atom), Composition ratio X, Symmetry S, Fitness F (eV/block), Volumes V(Å^3^/atom), Enthalpies E(eV/atom), and Compositions C for the first 10 structures include in the convex hull of the Nb-N system at 0 GPa.Table 1**IDCEVFSXY**71\[[@bib0007][@bib0008]\]−893.588814.49580.000010.533−0.992975\[0 14\]−270.119814.37510.000011.0000.000089\[14 [@bib0003]\]−1369.215818.08750.000010.176−0.608697\[15 0\]−1603.997322.81930.000010.0000.000113\[13 [@bib0006]\]−1183.558216.15190.000010.316−0.7854121\[[@bib0006][@bib0009]\]−804.628614.17120.000010.600−0.9578123\[[@bib0005][@bib0010]\]−715.665613.03970.000010.667−0.9200125\[[@bib0004][@bib0011]\]−626.566218.21310.000010.733−0.7457132\[[@bib0006][@bib0005]\]−998.640714.88180.000010.455−0.951366\[[@bib0006] 13\]−692.212910.55340.005510.684−0.8686

The Crystal structures of the firsts nine phases presented in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} are schematically shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2Crystal structures of first nine phases present in the convex hull at 0 GPa. The blue balls are Nb atoms and the green balls are N atoms.Fig 2

For the Case 30 GPa, of the 130 structures generated, 59 of them are present in the convex hull shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3The Convex hull diagram of the Nb-N system at 30 GPa.Fig 3Fig. 4Crystal structures of first nine phases present in the convex hull at 30 GPa. The blue balls are Nb atoms and the green balls are N atoms.Fig 4

In the [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} are listed the characteristics of the first 10 structures presented in the convex hull at 30 GPa.Table 2Formation enthalpy Y (eV/atom), Composition ratio X, Symmetry S, Fitness F (eV/block), Volumes V(Å^3^/atom), Enthalpies E(eV/atom), and Compositions C for the first 10 structures include in the convex hull of the Nb-N system at 30 GPa.Table 2**IDCEVFSXY**32\[16 [@bib0005]\]−1287.175518.12170.000010.238−0.555375\[0 9\]−270.182516.11940.000011.0000.0000105\[24 0\]−1604.257023.01250.000010.0000.0000107\[13 [@bib0009]\]−1059.315314.49320.000010.409−0.8161116\[[@bib0007] 13\]−738.023616.54520.000010.650−0.9150112\[16 [@bib0005]\]−1287.166918.12170.008610.238−0.546795\[[@bib0012][@bib0005]\]−1212.512016.40240.008910.294−0.631881\[24 0\]−1604.238623.01250.018410.0000.018485\[[@bib0012][@bib0009]\]−1033.311516.87730.023410.429−0.800751\[24 0\]−1604.191223.01250.065810.0000.0658

The following figure shows the crystal structures of the firsts nine phases presented in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}.

For 50 GPa, of the 134 structures generated, 82 of them are present in the convex hull shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5The Convex hull diagram of the Nb-N system at 50 GPa.Fig 5

The characteristics of the first 10 structures presented in the convex hull at 50 GPa are listed in [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Formation enthalpy Y (eV/atom), Composition ratio X, Symmetry S, Fitness F (eV/block), Volumes V(Å^3^/atom), Enthalpies E(eV/atom), and Compositions C for the first 10 structures include in the convex hull of the Nb-N system at 50 GPa.Table 3**IDCEVFSXY**8\[23 0\]−1604.075422.82150.000020.0000.00018\[[@bib0009][@bib0002]\]−1362.023319.97970.000080.182−0.645769\[[@bib0002] 13\]−448.314115.09060.000010.867−1.098570\[0 12\]−269.23717.50670.000011.0000.000090\[[@bib0012][@bib0011]\]−967.324715.35630.000010.478−1.650253\[[@bib0008] 18\]−681.270612.42090.032210.692−1.3140125\[0 12\]−269.19997.50670.037211.0000.037228\[23 0\]−1604.029022.82150.046510.0000.046534\[18 [@bib0002]\]−1470.892021.25850.054810.100−0.300443\[0 11\]−269.16677.21060.070311.0000.0703

The [Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"} shows the crystal structures of the firsts nine phases presented in [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 6Crystal structures of first nine phases present in the convex hull at 50 GPa. The blue balls are Nb atoms and the green balls are N atoms.Fig 6

For the Case 100 GPa, of the 135 structures generated, 73 of them are present in the convex hull displayed in [Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 7The Convex hull diagram of the Nb-N system at 100 GPa.Fig 7Fig. 8Crystal structures of first nine phases present in the convex hull at 100 GPa. The blue balls are Nb atoms and the green balls are N atoms.Fig 8

The [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} shows the characteristics of the first 10 structures present in the convex hull at 100 GPa.Table 4Formation enthalpy Y (eV/atom), Composition ratio X, Symmetry S, Fitness F (eV/block), Volumes V(Å^3^/atom), Enthalpies E(eV/atom), and Compositions C for the first 10 structures include in the convex hull of the Nb-N system at 100 GPa.Table 4**IDCEVFSXY**26\[17 [@bib0010]\]−1110.922717.03870.000010.370−1.184928\[27 0\]−1604.036422.82100.00001440.0000.00046\[[@bib0008][@bib0002]\]−1337.824119.69730.0000530.200−0.708971\[[@bib0002][@bib0009]\]−513.099313.48860.000010.818−1.013392\[[@bib0007] 14\]−715.742317.77110.000010.667−1.4432108\[13 16\]−869.258614.20940.000010.552−1.5566110\[27 [@bib0001]\]−1556.556721.10000.000010.036−0.1848127\[[@bib0001][@bib0012]\]−372.65359.31970.000010.923−0.5611133\[0 9\]−269.43048.09450.000011.0000.0000130\[0 11\]−269.41908.09420.011411.0000.0114

The Crystal structures of the firsts nine phases presented in [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} are schematically shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}.

For each one of the considered pressures, the phases that make up the corresponding convex hull and the structural representation in a POSCAR file format are contained respectively in the files, extended_convex_hull_ZGPa and extended_convex_hull_POSCARS_ZGPa (with *Z* = 0, 30, 50, and 100), included in the supplementary material.

To obtain the POSCAR files, corresponding to the phases here predicted, the procedure described in the [Fig. 9](#fig0009){ref-type="fig"} was followed. In the [Fig. 9](#fig0009){ref-type="fig"} it is shown the amount of generations used, the number of individuals or phases created, and the operations implemented to generate the new individuals.Fig. 9Block diagram to obtain stable and metastable structures of the *Nb*-*N* system.Fig 9

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec0002}
==============================================

Searches for stable and metastable structures of the *Nb*--*N* system were performed using USPEX in its variable composition mode, together with Quantum-ESPRESSO (QE) \[[@bib0011],[@bib0012]\], to carry out a relaxation calculation. The prediction calculations were done for five generations with 20 individuals each one. These individuals were produced under the following constraints: 40% produced by inheritance, 20% produced by random, 20% produced by soft mutation and 20% produced by transmutation, each individual can have a maximum of 30 atoms and a minimum of 1. The process for predict stable and metastable structures of the *Nb*-*N* system is described in the following figure.

To perform the process schematically described in the [Fig. 9](#fig0009){ref-type="fig"}, the input file, INPUT.txt, it must configure and create a folder called Specific. All the parameter to perform the calculation, such as the type of atoms, species, symmetries to explore, pressure, number of individuals (structures that USPEX will predict), number of generations, and any other characteristics that structurally affect the phases that will be generated, are configured in the file INPUT.txt. In addition, in this input file, the computational suite is selected to relax the created structures and the instruction to execute it.
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Appendix. Supplementary materials {#sec0004}
=================================

Supplementary material contains the following: The files INPUT.txt, that contain the settings for each one of the pressures presented in this document, and the folder Specific, in which are stored the QE inputs file identified as qEspresso_options.txt. Besides, a script in BASH Shell labeled as install_QeOcXc, with which the programs QE, Gnuplot, Octave and XCrySDen can be installed, as well as their packages and dependencies. In addition, a script in Python named POSCAR2QE is provided, which converts the USPEX results found in POSCAR format to the QE input file format. In order to recreate or extend the presented results, it is necessary to remove the .txt extension from the QE files and rename the USPEX input files as INPUT.txtImage, application 1
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